Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs)

A better use of energy

If you generate your own electricity,
we can set up a Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) and buy what you
don’t need. If you generate renewable
electricity, you can add to this income
stream by selling renewable energy
certificates too.

PPA triple-play
To optimise your generation asset(s) and maximise your revenues, Haven Power
offers three types of PPA, each addressing your unique needs as a generator:

1. Fixed price

2. Flex

3. Spill

If you want budget certainty and
your generation is predictable, or
proven with past data, this may be
the most suitable choice.

This option pays a percentage of the
embedded benefits, has a variable
unit rate, and allows you to trade
power on wholsesale markets when
prices meet your requirements.

This is a variable-volume weighted
price based upon the System Sell
Price that’s ideal if your generation
relies on intermittent sources. It’s also
suitable when:

Fixing gives you the full value of
the agreed p/kWh unit rate, plus
we pass through the embedded
benefits at agreed rates, for the
lifetime of your contract, paid to
you monthly.

Your generating technology and
site-specific usage determines our
imbalance and shape fees.

i. you’re unsure about your output
e.g. you have a new installation;
ii. you only generate to:
a. take advantage of ancillary
services;
b. avoid the high-cost Triads, each
winter’s three most expensive
settlement periods.
With a Spill PPA, you get a
percentage of both the rate per kWh
and the embedded benefits.

What are the benefits?
Contract flexibility

More income and a PR boost

In addition to your choice of Fixed,
Flex or Spill PPA, you can also discuss
a range of contract lengths with us.
However, we’ll first need a better
understanding of your existing
and planned generation volumes,
and whether they involve solar
photovoltaic, Combined Heat and
Power, wind, or other technologies.

If you generate renewable energy
and receive Renewables Obligation
Certificates (ROCs) and Renewable
Energy Guarantees of Origin (REGOs)
– the UK equivalent of the EU
member states’ Guarantees of Origin
(GoOs) – we can buy them from you.
This can provide you with additional
income streams.

The number of ROCs received for
each MWh of electricity produced
depends upon your generation
technology and its age (newer
technologies attract more ROCs). A
REGO proves that you’re generating
electricity from renewable sources,
which has the potential to help you
get positive media coverage. You
receive one REGO for every MWh
generated and you can sell it to us
alongside the electricity itself.

What sorts of generation qualify?
We can work with you on a PPA for a range of
generation technologies, including:
• Anaerobic digestion

• Hydro

• Back-up generators

• Landfill gas

• Biomass

• Sewage gas

• Combined Heat and Power (CHP)

• Solar Photovoltaic (PV)

• Energy from waste

• Wind

What’s next?

To find out more, please get a PPA Request Form by emailing:
embedded.generation@havenpower.com

Why Haven Power?

With over 12 years’ experience in the energy industry, Haven Power has developed
a deep understanding of the varying needs of customers and brokers.
Working with all sizes of business from a range of industries, we take account of
differing energy requirements, budgets, attitudes to risk, and more.
And we combine this experience and expertise with a commitment to service,
ensuring that we keep energy simple and always put the customer first.
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